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AP 352 – DUTIES OF STUDENTS
BACKGROUND
The duties of students enrolled in Saskatoon Public Schools shall be as set out in the legislation.
PROCEDURES
1.

Students shall be responsible for conforming to the rules established by the Principal and staff in
each school. (See Administrative Procedure 351).

2.

For purposes of clarification, the duties of students as outlined in The Education Act are as follows:
2.1. "In the exercise of his or her right of access to schools and to the benefits of the educational
services . . ., every student shall cooperate fully with all persons employed by the Board and
any other persons who have been lawfully assigned responsibilities and functions with respect
to the instructional program of the school or any special or ancillary services that may be
provided or approved by the Board or Saskatchewan Learning.
Every student shall:
2.1.1

attend school regularly and punctually;

2.1.2

purchase any supplies and materials not furnished by the school/school division that
the Principal considers necessary for any particular course of instruction;

2.1.3

observe reasonable standards with respect to cleanliness and tidiness of person,
general deportment, courtesy and respect of the rights of other persons;

2.1.4

be diligent in his/her studies;

2.1.5

observe the Division’s and Ministry’s expectations to maintain academic integrity,
which includes the timely submission of school work and the avoidance of plagiarism.
Academic integrity is defined by the Ministry as producing: “evidence of one’s own
learning through demonstration of responsibility, honesty, trust and respect. Actions
such as cheating; plagiarism; having others complete the work’ buying papers from
the internet or resubmission of previously submitted work indicate a lack of academic
integrity.”
Plagiarism is defined by the Ministry as “The unacknowledged use of someone else’s
words, ideas or creations as one’s own whether deliberate or accidental; the process
of taking another person’s work, ideas or words, and using them as if they were one’s
own.”

2.1.6

conforms to the rules of the school;

2.1.7

submit to any discipline that would be exercised by a kind, firm and judicious parent."
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2.2. "Every Student is accountable:
2.2.1 to the teacher for his/her conduct on the school premises during school hours and
during such hours as the teacher is in charge of the Student in class or while
engaged in authorized school activities conducted in out-of-school hours;
2.3 “Every Student is responsible for and accountable to:
2.3.1

learn and practice the principle of academic integrity, including the timely
submission of school work and avoidance of plagiarism.

2.3.2

to the Principal for his/her general deportment at any time that he/she is under
the supervision of the school and members of the teaching staff, including the
time spent in traveling between the school and his/her place of residence;

2.3.3

subject to the stated policies of the Board, to the driver of a school bus and to any
other person appointed by the Board for the purposes of supervision during hours
when students are in the personal charge of such employees of the Board, and
those employees shall be accountable to and report to the Principal in accordance
with the procedures approved by the Board."

3. The Principal shall be responsible for appropriately communicating to Students and parents the
duties of students and expectations of the school, including expectations related to academic
integrity, which includes the timely submission of school work and avoiding plagiarism.
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